Pericardial effusion after open heart surgery

The clinical significance, natural history, and management of pericardial effusion after open heart surgery have received scant attention in published papers. Late cardiac tamponade occurs in 0.7-3% of patients,1-5 five days or more after surgery and represents the most serious complication of a postoperative effusion; the resulting deaths are due mainly to missed or delayed diagnosis. Few studies have considered whether lesser degrees of effusion have any influence on postoperative morbidity and functional recovery.6,7

The aetiology of postoperative pericardial effusion remains unclear. Initial retrospective studies suggested that anticoagulant treatment may be a cause,8 but this was not supported by subsequent prospective studies.9,10 Although no particular surgical procedure has been shown to be more commonly associated with effusion,11,12 a higher incidence has been reported with the use of the internal mammary artery in coronary artery bypass grafting. Closure of the pericardium13,14 and duration of chest drainage15 do not appear to influence either the incidence or the degree of effusion. The use of a single anterior mediastinal drain tube, however, as opposed to the use of both anterior and posterior tubes, is associated with a significantly higher incidence of effusion and subsequent late tamponade.16 An association between early effusions and the postpericardiotomy syndrome has also been tentatively suggested.17 But because the features of this syndrome—malaise, anorexia, fever, and pericardial rub—are rather non-specific, such an association is at best unproved.

Although chest radiography may show an increase in the size of the cardiac silhouette with a large effusion, it is unable to detect lesser degrees of effusion accurately.13 Two dimensional echocardiography is the technique of choice for the diagnosis of pericardial effusion.13,14 In addition to providing precise anatomical information about the distribution and amount of pericardial fluid, it may supply haemodynamic data that suggest the presence of tamponade. The reported incidence of effusion after open heart surgery has ranged from 5% to 85%.1-6 Such variation is due to differences in the selection of patients and in the echocardiographic criteria used to define an effusion. Where echocardiography was carried out only in patients with a radiographically enlarged cardiac silhouette or clinical suspicion of tamponade, the incidence of effusion was reported to be 5% of the total patient population.1 In contrast, where all patients were studied echocardiographically and any fluid causing pericardial separation of 5 mm or more was regarded as an effusion the reported incidence has varied from 35% to 70%.1,4 with a 53% incidence in children.12 Serial echocardiography has shown that most effusions are present by the fifth post-operative day, reaching a maximum at 10 days.1 The late natural history of effusion is, however, poorly characterised. Some authors have suggested a tendency to spontaneous resolution,16 but there are insufficient prospective data to support this statement. Effusions have persisted for as long as 28 months after cardiac surgery.16 Evidence on the association between clinical symptoms and signs and the presence of postoperative effusion is conflicting. Attempts to correlate the presence of effusion with non-incisional chest pain,1 persistent pyrexia,2 and pericardial rub1-4 have produced discordant results and such features cannot be regarded as useful predictors of the presence of effusion.

There is little doubt that postoperative pericardial effusion is associated with appreciable morbidity. Patients with pericardial effusion have been shown to have an increased incidence of postoperative supraventricular arrhythmias in four prospective studies,9,15-17 more median sternotomy dehiscence,1 a longer hospital stay,7 a reduced exercise tolerance, and a worse New York Heart Association class after surgery.10

Indications for treatment are at present limited to those patients in whom the effusion is causing haemodynamic embarrassment. We also advocate the drainage of effusions in patients with supraventricular arrhythmias resistant to direct current cardioversion and the usual pharmacological intervention.16 Pericardiocentesis either with fluoroscopic or echocardiographic control should be the initial approach of choice and is successful in most cases.5,17 In the presence of loculated effusion or blood clot pericardiocentesis may be unsuccessful and open drainage, either by a limited subxiphoid approach or by a repeat sternotomy, may be required.3,17

Thus pericardial effusion after open heart surgery is common and easily detected by two dimensional echocardiography. Effusion may persist for many months after operation. Late cardiac tamponade, the most serious complication, is rare. Lesser degrees of effusion are associated with an increased incidence of postoperative supraventricular arrhythmias, sternotomy wound dehiscence, prolonged hospital stay, and impaired functional recovery.
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